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Finding Groups of Graphs in Databases
Mitchell Peabody
William C. Regli, PhD. and Ali Shokoufandeh, PhD.
Presented with a database of solid models, the task is to group the solid models together
by similarity. This similarity can be dened in a number of ways, including topological or
feature interaction. It turns out that both of these similarity metrics can be represented by
undirected, simple graphs, and the problem can be abtracted to grouping graphs by simi-
larity. To do this, a metric that captures the differences in graphs is needed. Unfortunately,
known metrics are NP-Hard to calculate. In this thesis, I further expand on an approximate
similarity metric known as λ -distance and propose a way to handle cospectral graphs. In
addition, I use a well established clustering algorithm to graphs these graphs into clusters.
I use techniques from information theory to measure the quality of results on controlled
datasets of random graphs. This work is applied to the problem of grouping a set of solid
models.
1Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Problem
Computer Aided Design (CAD) enables modern engineers to rapidly conceptualize,
prototype, and test parts before physical creation. This ease of creation leads to decreased
research and development costs and fewer defects in physical prototypes. The use of CAD
has also caused an explosion in the number of models that are stored in company archives.
Often indexed in databases according to a manually derived part encoding, an important
research question is how to use the intrinsic properties of the models to perform queries
based on desired proprties.
Consider an engineer that would like to see if a part with a particular topology has
already been created. Assuming that a system to index these models exists, the engineer
could sketch a conceptual diagram or describe in English the general properties of the
model. The system would then check the indexes for parts that satisfy the query and return
the results to the engineer. An appropriate part could be selected from the results to be
modied for a specic application; instead of being created from scratch by the engineer.
The problem of efciently storing solid models in a database for rapid querying is really
a problem of indexing. Indexing records in a database requires a measure of similarity
and, for simple primitive datatypes such as integers and strings, these are already well-
established. Multimedia data presents a special challenge to databases since the notion of
similarity often depends on the specic application. One person querying a database of
images might be interested in what objects appear in the foreground of the image while
another person might be interested to see if there are any images similar to a given query
image.
A database of solid models is an instance of a multimedia database. A solid model
2database requires a exible notion of similarity in the same way as an image database. Two
models might be very different topologically and yet require similar machining tools. This
thesis addresses the development of the similarity measures required for the creation of
solid model databases. The similarity measure for 3D models must be invariant in terms
of scale, rotation, translation, and shear; a cube is a cube whether is 2 inches on a side or
5 meters. To model this invariance, the use of a graph representation of a solid model is
employed.
Graphs have a long history as a powerful and exible structure for many problems
and have proven to be quite useful in the representation of objects in practical domains
such as computer vision [25], seal verication [60], 3D object recognition [24], schematic
representation [61], handwriting recognition [66], model matching [99, 50], and more.
With numerous applications of graph theory, a method of managing this information is
desirable.
The problem of managing huge amounts of graph data is not a new problem and has
been addressed before in numerous ways. In the prevailing paradigm for information man-
agement, it makes sense to store graphs in a relational database as described by [29]. A
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) represents data in a logically related
fashion with specic semantics for querying this data. Most databases that contain graphs
either treat the entire database of relations as a graph, or represent the graph as a group of
relations in the database. These representations present problems for query languages.
How is the notion of querying the database for a graph regarded? This particular ques-
tion poses several subproblems that need to be addressed. For instance, what is the nature
of the questions that can be asked? How is the result set built up from a query? What
is meant by the query, Find me all the graphs like this one? Does the user want exact
matches or fuzzy matches? How is similarity dened and how can this denition be tested?
This formulation requires dening when graphs equal to each other as well as other logi-
3cal comparisons. As can be seen, the way to solve these questions is not always the most
obvious.
The simple exibility in graphs of graphs that give them wonderful representational
abilities also bestows upon them the annoying quirk that most of the interesting questions
that can be posed about them are NP-Complete or NP-Hard meaning that unless P  NP,
there is no hope of solving them in a tractable amount of time.
To answer the rst question, such measures do exist: edit-distance and maximal-common
subgraph, are two proven metrics on graph similarity. They will be discussed later in Sec-
tions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, but they both have the aw that they are both NP-Hard to compute
for the general case. This leads in the direction of an approximation to these metrics, which
was proposed and experimented with by McWherter in his thesis [69] on distance based
indexing algorithms for graphs.
As with all data, nding groups of data, or classifying data into groups based on some
similarity measure is also desirable. The process of nding groups within data is known as
clustering. Typically, this data consists of points in multidimensional space. In an optimal
clustering, points within a group are more similar to points within that group than points in
other groups. This process is very time and processor intensive and has been the subject of
intense research both for theoretical and practical purposes. In a database of graphs, a good
clustering of the graphs should aid in the creation of specialized indexes to speed query
time as well as lead to the discovery of previously unknown patterns.
1.2 What I Do
I address two subproblems of managing graphs in a database. The rst subproblem is to
solidify the theoretical underpinnings of the eigen-distance (λ -distance) metric. Although
the experiments and measurements performed by McWherter were empirically very inter-
esting and useful, there are some questions that still need to be resolved. I will formalize
4notation for eigen-distance measures and provide bounds for the distortions on the eigen-
values caused by edit-operations. I also validate the stability measurements performed by
McWherter. In addition, I will address the problem of measuring the distance between
two isospectral graphs by developing an extension of the λ -vector structure used by the
λ -distance and show that this distance has the same desirable properties of λ -distance with
some added benets.
The second subproblem addressed is that of nding groups of similar graphs in a
database setting. To this end, I implement two distance based clustering algorithms using
the eigen-distance approximation metric [70, 72, 71]. In order to verify that these clus-
tering methods do indeed group graphs appropriately, I will construct a synthetic data set.
The quality of the clustering of this synthetic data will be measured based on the concept
of entropy, purity, and total error. I will then turn these clustering methods onto a set of
real-world data drawn from the feature graphs and topology graphs of solid models found
in the National Design Repository [74] to show a practical application of the clustering
methods.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is broken into four main areas. Chapter 2 briey discusses research areas
relevant to my research as well as previous work by others. Chapter 3 formulates the prob-
lem and details the approach taken in my research, rationale, and lays out the experiments
conducted. Chapter 4 presents and analyzes the results of the experiments and discusses
issues and problems encountered during the course of experimentation. Finally, Chapter 5
discusses what can be concluded from my research and directions for future work.
5Chapter 2: Background
2.1 Databases
2.1.1 Relational Paradigm
The relational paradigm of databases was introduced in [29] and opened up a whole
new area of practical research. Prior to Codd’s work, databases were essentially propri-
etary data structures that imposed no restrictions on how the data was logically organized,
manipulated, or queried. The central concept in the relational paradigm is to apply rela-
tional algebra to a database system while placing minimal restrictions on the way the data
is physically organized. In this approach, a relation R is a set of n-tuples. Given the sets
S1, S2, . . . , Sn, the rst and second elements of each tuple belong to S1 and S2 and so on.
Formally, R is a subset of S1  S2  Sn. A common representation is in the table format
seen in Table 2.1. When presented in this format, li is said to be a column identier, and
the elements of Si are said to be in the column labeled li. From the relational view, i is the
index of the ith column; index i and column identier li can be used to refer to the elements
in Si.
Table 2.1: An example relation R.
l1 (S1) l2 (S2) . . . ln (Sn)
S1 	 1 S2 	 1 . . . Sn 	 1
S1 	 2 S2 	 2 . . . Sn 	 2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Relations can be manipulated to provide subsets of data using a few simple operators,
which I will now describe briey. In this thesis, I will use the notation in Ullman et al. [95];
the reader is referred to this book for a deeper discussion of the operators. If R and S are
6relations with columns labeled l1, l2, . . . , ln, then the following operations are dened.
Union R 
 S is a relation containing all tuples in R or (inclusive) in S.
Intersection R  S is a relation containing all the tuples in R and S.
Difference R  S is a relation containing all the tuples that are in R but not in S.
Projection piL  R  is a relation containing the columns specied in the column list L from
all the tuples in R
Selection σC  R  is a relation containing all tuples in R that satisfy the logical constraint C.
Cartesian Product R

S are all the possible pairs of tuples between R and S.
Natural Joins R   S are the tuples from R and S which are identical for which the at-
tributes match up in some way.
Theta Joins R   C S are all the tuples from R and S which satisfy the condition C.
2.1.2 Multimedia Databases
Multimedia databases store a wide variety of data types. Jain et al. [48] have developed
techniques used to index multimedia image data by using feature vectors containing infor-
mation such as the color, density, or intensity patterns of the image. Their work has been
extended to CAD models by using 3D CAD data to create sets of 3D feature vectors of
the image related properties of the solid model. The 3D Base Project [32, 33, 30] at Dart-
mouth uses an approach to performing similarity assessment on CAD models rst renders
two models using a voxel-based representation. Invariant features of the shape are identi-
ed and used to narrow the model search space. Finally, the difference between selected
regions of the voxel model is performed to evaluate the model similarity.
7These vision-based techniques are highly dependent on pixels, color, texture, and other
similar properties of the models. None of them do topological comparisons of models
under local deformations of scale, orientation, or other transformations. A technique that
has been used to achieve transformation invariance is that of Aspect Graphs. This tech-
nique computes the set of topologically distinct projections of a solid model onto a plane,
and constructs a graph by adding edges between projections whenever one can be directly
transformed into another by rotating the model. It is extremely difcult to compute aspect
graphs for arbitrary solid models. Therefore, their use is generally restricted to simpler
polyhedral models for which the aspect graph can be efciently computed.
Previous work by Elinson, Nau and Regli [38, 37] as well as by Regli and Cicirello [28]
has addressed the need for databases that are able to perform retrieval of models based on
CAD/CAM-relevant sematics. Previously developed methods for using design and machin-
ing features to create graph-based part signatures. This work, however, did not develop
indexing or clustering methods, and part retrieval was performed with a linear search of
the model dataset. Other research in this direction includes that of Wysk et al. [91], who
developed techniques to compare boundary representations of polyhedral objects.
2.1.3 Querying Databases
When the relational paradigm from Section 2.1.1 was introduced, data that was being
stored was primarily textual or numeric in nature. With the increased interest and use of the
multimedia databases described in Section 2.1.2, methods to query and formally describe a
language for accessing the data in the databases have been the subject of intensive research.
Traditionally, images or videos in databases have been stored with textual or numeric keys
that allow users to enter a textual query. The shortcomings to this approach are that putting
multimedia data into a database is currently labor intensive and subjective, since it requires
that the data be entered manually by a human. While existing indexing and
8methods can handle this form of data storage, it is not very practical when there are large
amounts of data to store and organize. Moreover, while methods to index and cluster this
data have been developed, generic ways of querying the data easily have not.
Work in creating query interfaces to multimedia databases have resulted in a number
of approaches. Some approaches stay fairly close to the relational paradigm. For instance,
Fagin [40] describes a language based around the notion of fuzzy set theory [101, 104]. In
classical set theory, an object is either in the set or not; in fuzzy set theory, a fractional
number  0  1  is assigned to the object and represents the extent to which the object
fullls the query. For image retrieval, there are several proposals that attempt to abstract
the retrieval of images in human readable terms. For instance, Town et al. [94] have created
an ontological based query language which attempts to map semantics to images so that
queries such as Find all the cars with a red color. can be posed using a logic-like language.
Many techniques for dealing with complex datatypes have resulted in extensions to the
original relational algebra in order to handle special queries or datatypes. For set types,
examples of extensions to relational algebra which enable queries of sets in tuple attributes
can be found in [76, 63, 64, 15]. Object oriented databases have been the object of in-
tense research for a uniform datamodel and have resulted in such languages as GEM [102],
FAD [8], EXODUS [20], DAPLEX [89], and POSTGRES [83]. For semistructured data;
where data is missing, irregular, or the structure not fully understood; there is the Lorel
query language [1], which has been used for forming queries on XML documents [34].
Other languages that have been proposed include UnQL [14] and a query language based
on ambient logic [19, 18].
2.2 Graph Theory
Graphs are a well-studied data structure in computer science. At the most rudimentary
level, a graph is a set of vertices and edges. Each edge in the graph is a connection between
9two vertices. Vertices and edges might be labeled, and, for some domains, a weight may
be assigned to the vertices or to the edges, or to both. A graph is said to be simple if there
exists no more than one edge between any pair of vertices and no edges from one vertex to
itself. For the purposes of this thesis, I am only interested in simple undirected graphs with
no weights or labels.
In this thesis, a graph G will be denoted by G 

V  E  , where V

G  v1    vn ﬀ is
the set of vertices in the graph and, E

G ﬁ e1    em ﬀ is the set of edges in the graph.
An edge, e  E will be denoted with a pair of vertices, u and v, as e 

u  v  . A pair of
vertices u and v are said to be adjacent if there exists an edge e  E

G  such that e 

u  v  .
Furthermore, in undirected graphs,

u  v ﬂ

v  u  .
2.2.1 Isomorphism Problems
Two important problems in graph theory are isomorphism and subgraph-isomorphism.
Two graphs, G and H, are said to be isomorphic (G ﬃ

H) if there exists some mapping
of V

G  to V

H  such that e 

u  v  e  E

G ! e "#

u "$ v "%& E

H  . A graph G is
said to be subgraph-isomorphic to a graph H if there exists some mapping from V

G  to
some subset of V

H  that preserves adjacency among the vertices in both V

G  and V

H  .
The subgraph-isomorphism problem is known to be NP-Complete, while the isomorphism
problem is suspected to be NP-Complete [44] although there are algorithms that run in
polynomial time for special cases.
2.2.2 Edit Distance
The edit distance of two graphs is dened by Chartrand et al. [22] as the minimum cost
of a series of edit operations needed to transform one graph into another. This was later
shown by Kubicka et al. [59] to be a distance metric for graphs. To dene the distance
between graphs of arbitrary order and size, Kubicka et al. introduced the  relation which
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(a) G1. (b) G2. (c) G3.
Figure 2.1: Equivalent graphs under the  relation. In this case, G1  G2  G3.
says that if G  H, then G and H are equivalent because they differ only in the number of
isolated vertices. An example of what this relation means is shown in Figure 2.1. This is a
small point that becomes important later in this thesis. The edit distance itself is dened in
Equation 2.1.
d

G  H ﬂ min
n
∑
k ' 1
c

ok ( ok  O  (2.1)
where c

ok  is the cost of operation ok, c  ok ﬁ) 0, and O is one of the following opera-
tions:
1. Delete Edge: remove an edge

i  j  from G.
2. Add Edge: add an edge

i  j  to G.
3. Rotate Edge: transform an edge

i  j ﬂ*

i  k  in G.
Note that G  H + d

G  H , 0. A shorthand notation for denoting a transformation of
G to H through edit operations is G * H. Edit distance is problematic in that determining
the cost of edit operations is unsolved [16].
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2.2.3 Maximal Common Subgraph
Another metric that can be used for graph similarity is based on the maximal common
subgraph. G " is said to be a common subgraph of G and H if G " is subgraph isomorphic
to G and H. G " is maximal if there are no other common subgraphs of G and H with
more nodes. It was shown by Bunke et al. [16] that the maximal common subgraph can
be used as a distance metric. Interpreted in words, Equation 2.2 gives an indication of the
percentage that G and H differ from each other.
d

G  H ﬂ 1 
-
mcs

G  H 
-
max

-
G
-

-
H
-

(2.2)
It has been shown by Bunke [17] that under a restrictive cost function, edit distance
is equivalent to the maximal common subgraph problem, and, by extension, the metric.
In fact, if the edit operations are all of uniform cost, the worst case upper bound on the
edit distance between two graphs G and H is d

G  H /. 2

n  s  [59]. Where n is the
number of vertices in the graphs, and s  mcs(G, H). If s  0 then the worst case lower
bound is d

G  H 0. 2n. This information can be used to calculate the worst case runtime
of calculating the edit distance to be O

3m  2nn!  where m is the number of edges in the
graphs. Readers should refer to McWherter [69] for details.
Equation 2.2 is actually a specialization of the more general form of the maximum
common subgraph shown in Equation 2.3.
d

G  H ﬂ 1  m  G  H 
M

G  H  (2.3)
m

G  H  is a measure of the similarity between G and H while M

G  H  is a measure of
the size of the problem. Therefore, in Equation 2.2, m

G  H  mcs

G  H  and M

G  H ﬂ
max

-
G
-

-
H
-
 . Wallis et al. [97] proposed another metric (2.4) using the same m

G  H  but
viewing the size of the problem as M

G  H 1
-
G
-324-
H
-

-
mcs

G  H 
-
, or the size of the
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union of G and H.
d

G  H ﬂ 1 
-
mcs

G  H 
-
-
G
-526-
H
-

-
mcs

G  H 
- (2.4)
2.2.4 Algebraic Graph Theory
Algebraic graph theory is the study of graphs using techniques from linear algebra.
Graph properties, or the graphs themselves, are translated into algebraic form. Algebraic
techniques are then used to deduce properties and theorems of graphs. Matrix represen-
tations have proven to be a fertile ground for examining the structural properties of many
types of graphs.
There are a number of matrix representations of graphs and each has slightly different
properties in terms of the structure of the graphs they represent. One well known represen-
tation is the adjacency matrix (2.5).
AG  u  v ﬂ
78
9
8:
1 : if u is adjacent to v
0 : otherwise.
;<8=
8
>
(2.5)
Another representation is the Laplacian (2.6) as dened in Biggs [11]. A compact
representation of the Laplacian is LG  DG  AG, where DG is a diagonal matrix with
DG  u  u ﬂ degree  u  .
LG  u  v ﬂ
78
8
8
8
9
8
8
8
8:
degree

v  : if u  v,
 1 : if u ? v and @ edge

u  v  ,
0 : otherwise.
;<8
8
8
8
=
8
8
8
8
>
(2.6)
Yet a third representation is the normalized Laplacian (2.7) as dened by Chung [26].
The main difference between Equations 2.6 and 2.7 is that the Laplacian representation
spreads the effect of the degrees over the matrix and the normalized Laplacian can be
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derived easily from the Laplacian form in the following manner, A G  D B 1
C 2
G 
LG  D B
1 C 2
G

D
B
1 C 2
G 
DG  AG  D B
1 C 2
G
[96]. For the remainder of this thesis, I will use the notation that AG,
LG, A G, and D G denote the adjacency, Laplacian, normalized Laplacian, and an arbitrary
matrix representation of G, respectively.
A G  u  v ﬂ
78
8
8
8
9
8
8
8
8:
1 : if u  v and dv ? 0 
B
1
E
dudv
: if u and v are adjacent,
0 : otherwise.
;<8
8
8
8=
8
8
8
8
>
(2.7)
2.2.5 Spectral Graph Theory
The use of matrix representations of graphs has led researchers to study the eigenvalues
of these graphs. Spectral graph theory is the study of the eigenvalues of matrix represen-
tations of graphs. The spectrum of a graph is dened by Biggs [11] as the eigenvalues of
a graph in strictly descending order with their corresponding multiplicities and is shown in
Equation 2.8. This notation is slightly different than the one Biggs [11] uses to reect the
notion that the spectrum of a graph can be found for any square matrix representation, D G.
Spec

D G F
7
8
9
8:
λ0 λ1

λs
B
1
m

λ0  m  λ1 

m

λs
B
1 
;
8
=
8
>
(2.8)
where λ0 ) λ1 )  ) λs
B
1, s is the number of unique eigenvalues, and m  λk  is the
number of times λk occurs as an eigenvalue. An alternative version of the spectrum is
to list the eigenvalues out in weakly decreasing order as in λ0 G λ1 G  G λn
B
1 where
n 
-
G
-
. It is this latter form that will be used for the remainder of this thesis. I will also
use the notation that λ

D G !IH λ0  D G  λ1  D G    λ JG J
B
1  D G K , where λ0  D G  G
λ1  D G  G  G λ JG J
B
1  D , and λk  D G  represents the kth largest eigenvalue of D G.
The eigenvalues of the different matrix representations for graphs discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.4 can be used to make different statements about graphs. For instance, in the Biggs
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form (2.6), it was shown by Mohar [73] that dG . 2 LNM
2k
B
λ1 O LG P
4
O
k
B
λ1 O LG P$PQ
ln

n  1 3R . Where dG
is the diameter of a connected, k-regular graph G. A major difference in the matrix rep-
resentations is the rate at which changes to the structure of the corresponding graph are
reected in the eigenvalues of the matrices. Can the eigenvalues be used for approximating
the known similarity metrics for graphs?
2.2.6 Cospectral Graphs
The spectrum of an arbitrary graph is a graph invariant. This means that the graph de-
termines the spectrum, but the spectrum does not determine the graph. If G and H have the
same spectrum, but are not isomorphic, then they are said to be cospectral. This property
of the Laplacian spectrum of graphs poses a problem which is addressed in Section 3.3.
2.2.7 Eigendistance (λ -distance)
In his thesis, McWherter [69] dened the eigendistance in terms of the spectrum of A G.
The notion is that a distance function can be dened between the eigenvalues to create a
metric space of graphs for which it is possible to make relatively quick computations on
the similarity of the graphs. The choice of the normalized Laplacian was motivated by the
fact that the largest eigenvalue is bounded by 2 which restricts the bounds of the space.
The distance calculation itself is simply the L2 norm of the difference between the two
vectors (λ -vectors) produced by the spectra of the graphs being compared. To account for
the different number of eigenvalues in differently sized graphs, a Pad

v  x  function was
dened which appended a number of values x to the end of the shorter vector v until the
appropriate length was reached for the longer vector. If G and H are two graphs with
-
H
-

-
G
-
 k then the λ -distance formula becomes
λ -distance

A G SA H FUT λ  A H V Pad  λ  A G  x WT 2
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2.2.8 Graphs in Databases
There are a couple ways that graphs can be discussed with respect to a database setting.
One is in which the entire database is an instance of a graph. For example, a relation
might consist of the set of vertices keyed with another relation which is the set of edges.
The totality of this database is a large graph. This is the technique used in Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) databases. Another way that graphs can be used in databases
is to consider the graphs to be a primitive type in the database, as an attribute of the set of
tuples in a relation. Both ways of considering graphs have special implications and require
special treatment, especially with respect to querying.
In databases where the database an a graph itself, a few query languages have been
developed. For example, Afrati [2] developed extensions to the datalog query language
and showed that certain queries about the structure of the database can be expressed such
as homeomorphism, path nding, and chainy graphs can be made. G-Log [77] is another
language that views the database as a grpah. In G-Log, a database scheme is expressed as
directed labeled graph. In this system, there are two types of vertices. Elliptical shaped ver-
tices represent what they term as printable nodes and are atomic values within the database,
such as integers and strings. Rectangular vertices represent complex objects, called non-
printable nodes. Formally, these schemes are represented as sets of tuples. Queries are
expressed in queries resembling an extended version of datalog, the main difference being
the semantics of the language with respect to graphs. It is proved that rst order logic rules
are equivalent in expressive power to G-Log.
GOOD [45], a graph-oriented object database system, takes a similar approach to G-
Log in the representation of the database as a graph. The syntax is not as well dened,
and there are a small number of operations, similar to edit operations that are dened for
querying the graphs. The main contribution of the paper is the demonstration of a tool for
drawing queries and constructing database schemas through the use of a graphical sketch
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tool.
Sheng et al. [88] take an object oriented approach in their implementation of a graph
query language, called the Graph Object Query Language (GOQL), and modify the Object
Query Language (OQL) [21]. In the case of GOQL, the database is not an instance of a
graph, and multiple graphs can exist in the database. The graphs themselves are not actually
primitive datatypes but a set of relations. One relation contains the graph identiers, another
contains the nodes, and another contains the edges between the nodes. Various types of
object denitions are used to represent the sets of nodes and edges in a graph container
class. In addition, the query language is extended to deal with the complex datatypes and
dene functions to support queries about paths and adjacency queries.
2.3 Metric Spaces
Metric spaces are collections of data along with a function, δ

x  y  , known as a distance
metric, which computes an effective distance between any two objects in the set. This
distance function must satisfy the following conditions:
δ

x  y X 0 YZ+ x  y : Identity
δ

x  y 
G
0 : Positivity
δ

x  y F δ

y  x  : Symmetry
δ

x  y 
2 δ

y  z 
G
δ

x  z  : Triangle Equality
Many data types, such as graphs, that do not t well into a vector space, are easily
representable in a metric space. Another signicant application of metric spaces are for data
sets that have a human-driven interpretation of similarity. Frequently, complex functions
can be constructed to approximate the human interpretation of similarity between two or
more objects. As long as the measurement satises the requirements for a distance metric,
or almost achieves them, such a measure can be used to index the data in a way that may be
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intuitive for a human user. Vector spaces, when used in conjunction with a distance metric
such as Euclidean distance, constitute a metric space.
2.4 Clustering
Agrawal et al. [4] describes clustering as ...task that seeks to identify homogeneous
groups of objects based on the values of their attributes (dimensions)... Stated more for-
mally, given a set of data points S  d , a partitioning of this data is dened as a set of
clusters C [ c1  c2    cn ﬀ , where a point in a particular cluster ci is more similar to the
points in that cluster than in any other cluster by some similarity function. Algorithms that
perform these clusterings have been studied extensively in several different elds such as
biology, chemistry, and sociology. There is a large taxonomy of clustering techniques that
are all suited for different purposes. Two of the most general techniques are hierarchical
and partitional.
Fasulo [41] describes a popular and well-studied class of partitional clustering algo-
rithms called k-clustering, which seeks to optimize some objective function over the aggre-
gate whole of the partition. k-clustering takes a set of data points, and attempts to work from
the top down. It does this by partitioning the set into disjoint clusters C \ c1  c2    ck ﬀ ,
such that ] ci  c j  C, ci  c j  /0 and some measure of the partition is minimized. The
problem is formally dened in Sahni et al. [84] and shown to be NP-Complete in the gen-
eral case [43] the datapoints are vertices in a complete graph with non-negative weights.
Depending on the measure of quality used, the algorithm might admit a polynomial time
approximate solution (PTAS) [7].
Some measures in use are the k-means algorithm [67], k-medioid [58], and an algorithm
which minimizes the maximum inter-cluster distance [47]. Weaknesses in these methods
that make them inappropriate in a practical setting [41]. They favor spherical clusters, are
highly sensitive to outliers, are dependent on the order of the input, are dependent on the
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initial seeds of the clusters, require the number of clusters be specied in advance, and tend
to exhibit expensive run-time properties.
In spite of these weaknesses, k-clustering algorithms are still popular because of their
ease in implementation. There are workarounds and remedies for almost all the shortcom-
ings, and techniques to address them have been developed by [13, 78, 82, 35, 39].
[4, 3, 23] take unique approaches from most other techniques in that they consider the clus-
terings that result from different subspaces and groups points together using the best result
from a particular subspace.
Clustering graphs has generally meant grouping tightly connected nodes together in a
single graph for analysis. Graph clustering techniques are used by [54, 53] to improve the
query performance of path queries in digital map databases.
2.5 Solid Models
2.5.1 Solid Modeling and Computer-Aided Design
There are three broad schemes for the representation of solid models [68, 81]:
1. Decomposition approaches model a solid as collections of connected primitive ob-
jects. Data structures used in this type of representation include quad-trees and oct-
trees [85].
2. Constructive approaches model a solid as a combination of primitive solid objects.
A common approach is constructive solid geometry (CSG), which represents a solid
as a boolean expression on a set of primitive solids.
3. Boundary-based approaches model a solid using a data structure that represents the
geometry and topology of its bounding faces. Recently, the boundary-representation
(BRep) approach has become the representation of choice in solid modeling in large
part due to the exibility and power made available to developers.
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Figure 2.2: Topological information in the BRep used by ACIS [90].
A BRep solid model creates a unique and unambiguous representation of the exact
shape of an object. BReps have become the dominant representation schema for modern
solid modelers used in mechanical design. They are used for engineering analysis, simula-
tion, collision detection, animation and manufacturing planning.
A BRep usually consists of a graphical structure that models an entity’s topology. Con-
nections between nodes in the BRep graph represent connections between topological com-
ponents of the entity’s boundary. These topology nodes contain references to their under-
lying geometric entities. For example, a face of a solid is a topological entity (represented
as a collection of bounding edges) that has a surface associated with it. Figure 2.2 shows
the distinction between geometric and topological information from the ACIS Solid Mod-
eling Kernel. For more information on boundary representation data structures, interested
readers are referred to [51, 68, 98, 100].
BReps and other CAD representations are distinctly different from shape models de-
veloped by the computer vision community in several important ways. Vision-based repre-
sentations, such as super-quadric and deformable shape models, are not designed for exact
modeling of shapes; rather they are employed to reconstruct shapes based on approximate
data taken from sensors and cameras. These approximated shapes can be used for a basis
of comparison among 3D objects, however such comparisons are limited to analysis of ge-
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ometric moments and gross shape properties. Hence, they are not directly suitable for use
in answering the kinds of interrogations that design and manufacturing engineers wish to
pose about CAD models.
2.5.2 Engineering Databases
In 2D shape matching and image retrieval, the indexing and query process follows one
of four common approaches:
1. A textual query based on keywords stored for each image in a database.
2. A query by example uses similarity measures derived off a set of query images
provided as input.
3. Query by sketch looks for image segments matching the sketched prole.
4. Iconic queries use templates representing important aspects of the desired image to
identify images with similar features.
Techniques from computer vision and 2D image retrieval do not directly apply to 3D
solid models for several reasons. I will address the three main ones. First, when using solid
models involves dealing with an explicit and exact representation of the 3D objects in CAD
databases, rather than an approximate representation generated from sensor data.
Second, given a solid model A, minor perturbations in A which create A " , can make A "
indistinguishable from A, even though they are still very similar. Transformations such as
scaling or rotation can introduce roundoff errors that exacerbate the problems posed by the
inexact nature of oating point arithmetic. A simple translation of a model in 3D space by
a xed vector can make models computationally costly to compare.
Finally, there is no universally acceptable set of features on which model comparisons
can be based. Evaluation metrics for solid models depend on the application intent of the
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engineers using the database. Process engineers may need to query based on manufacturing
process features but an industrial designer may need to consider shape aspects of an object.
The ill-dened semantics of the engineering design and manufacturing domain require us
create a more exible methodology for model comparisons which can be customized to
consider the criteria of required by different end users.
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Chapter 3: Approach
3.1 Graphs in a Database
I will now dene how I will consider graphs in a database. A large part of the focus of
our research has been on methods to capture information contained in graphs in databases.
The precise denition of what this database will look like is now given in terms of relational
databases. As was described before, graph databases generally have two formulations, in
one formulation, the entire database is a graph, and in the second, many graphs are stored
in the database. It is with the latter approach that this thesis is concerned.
For the remainder of this thesis, the reader should consider a database ^_` R1  R2    Rn ﬀ
where Ri acb 1 	 n d are relations in the database. Each relation is a set of tuples; a tuple is a set
of attributes. In the tuples, an attribute can have the tradiftional types (integers, oats, nu-
meric, char, etc) or a graph type. The following are techniques that are being researched
with respect to graphs in a database setting.
Similarity Assessment Given two graphs G and H, develop a function (or functions)
δ

G  H  that provides a measure of the similarity of G and H.
Indexing Given a query request, arrange a database in such a way as to enable rapid
searches to fulll the request.
Clustering Given ^ , group the graphs together based on similarity to improve indexing
results and queries time.
Querying Given ^ , dene the semantics for treating graphs in a relational setting.
This thesis addresses the rst and the third topics. McWherter addressed the rst and
the second topics in his thesis [69]. The fourth problem will be addressed in future work,
Section 5.3.
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3.2 λ -distance
While McWherter’s research concentrated on the normalized Laplacian ( A -matrix)
matrix of a graph, I concentrated on the Laplacian (L -matrix). His reasoning for choosing
the A -matrix was that all of the λ ’s are normalized in the interval  0  2  [27], providing
for relatively easy to compute bounds. The L -matrix representation also exhibits some
properties that allow it to be bounded, especially in the distance calculation.
In order to establish the suitability of λ -distance as an approximate measure of edit-
distance, I rst dene how to model any change to a graph can be modeled as a two-step
transformation using matrix representations. The rst step of the transformation is to make
the graph’s original Laplacian matrix into a new matrix that has the same spectral properties
as the original matrix. The next step is to add a Laplacian noise matrix that represents the
structural changes of this graph.
3.2.1 The Ψ Operator
Denition 1 Let G be a graph with m vertices. LG is the m  m Laplacian matrix of G.
Ψl  LG  is a lifting operator (projecting operator) which transforms a subspace of  m e m to
a subspace of  O m f l P e O m f l P , with l
G
0.
This transformation takes two steps. In the rst step, l zero rows and columns are
added to LG. Denote this resulting matrix as LG g . In the second step, LG g is pre- and post-
multiplied by a permutation matrix P and its transpose PT , respectively. The resulting
matrix is denoted Ψl  LG  . This aligns the rows and columns of LG
g
with the corresponding
vertices of both LH and Ψl  LG  . This operator is spectrum preserving if the eigenvalues
of the matrix, LG, and its image with respect to the operator Ψl  LG  are the same up to a
degeneracy. The only difference between the spectrum of LG and Ψl  LG  is the number of
zero eigenvalues (Ψl  LG  has l more zero eigenvalues than LG). This operator is an analog
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to the act of adding isolated vertices to a graph, G. Also, if we denote G " as the graph
represented by Ψl  LG  , then the relation, G  G " holds.
This is further conrmed by the fact that the number of 0 eigenvalues in the spectrum of
G corresponds to the number of connected components of G. [11] Note that by introducing
this Ψ operator, the need for the Pad function in the calculation of λ -distance is eliminated.
3.2.2 The Noise Matrix
Denote a graph on m vertices by G. Now, assume that a graph H is an n-vertex (where
n
G
m) graph obtained by adding n  m vertices and a set of edges to G. These additions to
a graph can be represented by a noise matrix which will be denoted by an n

n matrix EH .
The transformation G * H can be written as LH  LG g
2
EH  Ψn
B
m

LG 
2
EH . EH can
be viewed as a matrix description of the operations that are required to transform G into H.
This gives us the means to bound the distortions on the eigenvalues induced by the noise
matrix EH .
3.2.3 Distortion Bounds
Now that the Ψ operator and the noise matrix E have been dened, the impact of the
noise on the original graph’s eigenvalues can be quantied. Let λk for k h 1  %i  n ﬀ denote
the kth largest eigenvalue of the matrix LG g , then Golub [46] shows that, since LG g , EH , and
LG g
2
EH are n

n symmetric matrices, then the following holds:
λk  LG g 
2 λn

EH ﬁ. λk  LG g
2
EH ﬁ. λk  LG g 
2 λ1  EH ( (3.1)
for all k j 1 
ii
 n
ﬀ
. For H the perturbed graph and G the original graph, from Equa-
tion 3.1 it follows that, for all k h 1 
%i
 n
ﬀ
:
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λk  LG g 
2 λn

EH 1. λk  LH 1. λk  LG g 
2 λ1  EH k 
λn

EH ﬁ. λk  LH V λk  LG g 1. λ1  EH   
-λk  LH # λk  LG g 
-
. max 
-λ1  EH 
-

-λn

EH 
-
ﬀ

(3.2)
and since it is already known that
-λ1  EH  is the largest eigenvalue,
-λ1  EH 
-
UT EH T 2
the spectral radius of EH , then
- λk  LH # λk  LG
g

-
.\T EH T 2  (3.3)
The above chain of inequalities gives a precise bound on the distortion of the eigenval-
ues of Ψ

LG  in terms of the largest eigenvalue, or spectral radius, of the noise matrix EH .
Since Ψ is a spectrum preserving operator, the eigenvalues of LG follow the same bound in
their distortions.
This result has important consequences for our application of a graph’s Laplacian eigen-
values to eigen-distance. Namely, if the perturbation matrix EH is small in terms of its
complexity, then the eigenvalues of the new graph H (e.g., the query graph) will remain
close to their corresponding non-zero eigenvalues of the original graph G, independent of
where the perturbation is applied to G. Furthermore, this result holds for any symmetric,
real-valued square matrix representation of a graph.
Adjacency Matrix Distortions In the case of the adjacency matrix, more precise state-
ments about the perturbation in the eigenvalues can be stated, given specic conditions. If
EH is orthogonal to ΨAG then the effect is to add a number of vertices not connected to
G. The distortion can then be modeled as a function of the number of vertices added to the
graph.
For example, if the noise matrix EH introduces l new vertices to G in the form of a star
graph, then the distortion of every eigenvalue can be bounded by m l 1 Sl&) 1 [75]. This
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bound can be further tightened if the noise matrix has a simple structure. For example, if EH
represents a simple path on l vertices, then its norm is bounded by

2cospi n

l
2
1  [65].
3.2.4 λ -distance Expressed Using the Ψ-operator
Using the denitions in Section 3.2.1, the denition of λ -distance between the λ -
vectors of two graph Laplacians can be formally dened as
Denition 2 λ -distance(LG, LH ) = T λ  LH V λ  Ψ JH J
B
JG J  LG WT 2.
A similar form can be used for McWherter’s denition:
Denition 3 λ -distance( A G, A H ) = T λ  A H V λ  Ψ JH J
B
JG J  A G WT 2,
denition 2 is generalizable to any symmetric, real-valued, matrix representation of
graphs, such that the bounds stated in Section 3.2.3 hold.
3.2.5 Theoretical Bounds on Distance Calculations
For the case of the Laplacian matrix, a bound on the magnitude of the can be computed
as square root of the sum of the maximum theoretical distortion of each of the eigenvalues
δmax oT EH T 2 pT LH  Ψ JH J
B
JG J  LG WT 2. Let m 
-
H
-
, this allows the following bound to
be stated:
0 . λ -distance(LG, LH ) .
m
∑
i ' 0
δ 2max rq mδ 2max  δmax m m (3.4)
If the matrices in question are adjacency matrices with an orthogonal noise matrix, then
the bound can become even tighter:
0 . λ -distance(LG, LH ) .\q
-
G
-
2

-
H
-i-
G
-

-
H
-
,
-
H
-
)
-
G
- (3.5)
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(a) Graph G. (b) Graph H.
Figure 3.1: Example graphs.
3.2.6 An Example Calculation
Now an example of the λ -distance computation will be shown I walk through the cal-
culation of λ -distance for the two graphs shown in Figure 3.1.
First, the Laplacian matrices LG and LH of G and H are calculated:
LG 
st
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
u
3 0  1  1  1
0 1  1 0 0
 1  1 3  1 0
 1 0  1 2 0
 1 0 0 0 1
vxw
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
y
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LH 
st
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u
5  1  1  1  1  1 0 0
 1 2 0 0 0 0  1 0
 1 0 3 0  1  1 0 0
 1 0 0 2 0  1 0 0
 1 0  1 0 3 0 0  1
 1 0  1  1 0 4 0  1
0  1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0  1  1 0 2
v w
w
w
w
w
w
w
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Then, the eigenvalue spectra are calculated:
λG   4  30278  3  61803  1  38197  0  697224  0 ﬀ 
λH   6

23389  5

21731  3

64732  2

59172 
clear 2

25408  1

62136  0

434311  0
ﬀ

The vectors can then be constructed; since G has fewer eigenvalues the end of the vector
is padded with 0s until the length equals
-
H
-
.
λ "G   4

30278  3

61803  1

38197  0

697224  0  0  0  0
ﬀ

λH   6

23389  5

21731  3

64732  2

59172 
2

25408  1

62136  0

434311  0
ﬀ

Finally, the λ -distance is calculated using T λ "G  λH T 2 and is 4  78603. The noise matrix
is λ "G  λH and the spectral radius is 5

2101 which experimentally conrms the bound on
the eigenvalue distortion.
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(a) J (b) H
λ

LJ    6

034  5

963  5

236  5

236  3

588  3

414  3

183  2

279 
2  1

757  0

763  0

763  0

691  0

585  0

502  0
ﬀ

λ

LH z  6

034  5

963  5

236  5

236  3

588  3

414  3

183  2

279 
2  1

757  0

763  0

763  0

691  0

585  0

502  0
ﬀ

Figure 3.2: Two cospectral graphs with λ -distance equal to 0. [49]
3.3 Cospectral Non-Isomorphic Graphs
A problem with the λ -distance metric is that it does not take into account the fact that
two graphs can be cospectral. Let the probability that two isospectral graphs G and H with
equal number of vertices and edges are not isomorphic will be denoted by
P

G ? H
- λ

LG F λ  LH  (3.6)
This probability is not as small as it seems; in fact, it was shown in [86] and generalized
in [12] that almost every tree is cospectral with another tree. That result has not been shown
for arbitrary graphs, although as Figure 3.2 shows, it is a possibility. Indeed, Halbeisen et
al. [49] developed a discrete version of Sunada’s Theorem [92] of isospectral manifolds
which they used to generate isospectral, non-isomorphic graphs.
This would seem to invalidate the use of the spectrum of the graphs for approximat-
ing edit distance; however, consider that what makes the graphs non-isomorphic is some,
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possibly small, substructure in the graph. This information could be captured by slightly
perturbing the graph by inducing a subgraph through the removal of a vertex and the inci-
dent edges.
Denote the removal of vertex v from G 

V  E  as Gv  G n v; do this for every v j 
V . What is generated is a set of spectra for all of the subgraphs induced by removing a
single vertex form the graph. If the events of the induced subgraphs are considered to be
independent events, then the probability of all the spectra being equal in a n node graph is
approximately
{
 P

G ? H
- λ

LG ﬂ λ  LH  P  Gv0 ? Hv0
-λ

LGv0
F λ

LHv0
}|||
P

Gvn ~ 1 ? Hvn ~ 1
- λ

LGvn ~ 1
F λ

LHvn ~ 1

 P

G ? H
- λ

LG ﬂ λ  LH  ∏n B 1i ' 0 P  Gvi ? Hvi
-λ

LGvi
F λ

LHvi

(3.7)
As the number of nodes in the graph increases, this probability approaches 0. This
also means that if G and H have the same spectra for each induced subgraph, then the
probability that the graphs are isomorphic becomes very large and in fact is 1 
{
.
Note that this fact does not invalidate the metric for graphs with different numbers of
vertices, since there is already shown a bound in the distortion of the eigenvalues. This
means that graphs with the same number of vertices introduces a complication that needs
to be accounted for since the λ -distance for isospectral graphs is 0, when in reality, there
are a number of edge rotations between the graphs that should be reected in the metric.
3.3.1 Extending λ -Vectors (mλ -Vectors)
While the possibility that non-isomorphic graphs are cospectral can not be eliminated,
by using the set of spectra of induced subgraphs it can be made a very remote one. The act
of removing each vertex introduces a concept of locality into the notion of the λ -vectors.
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(a) G. (b) G  v0. (c) G  v1.
(d) G  v2. (e) G  v3. (f) G  v4.
Figure 3.3: Graphs induced by removing each vertex successively.
The perturbation caused by each vertex removal disturbs the eigenvalues in accordance
with the local connectivity in the graph.
Algorithmically, for a given graph G, induce a subgraph G " by iteratively removing each
vertex from the original G and calculating λ

LG g  . The resulting set of
-
G
-2
1 λ -vectors is
the mλ -vector and will be denoted as mλ

LG  . The mλ -vector of Figure 3.3a is shown in
Equation 3.8 . An mλ -vector is a set of λ -vectors. The rst λ -vector in the set corresponds
to the spectrum of the entire graph. Subsequent λ -vectors correspond to the spectrum of the
subgraph induced by removing each vertex in turn (the order of removal is not signicant).
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(a) G. (b) H.
Figure 3.4: Two graphs with the same number of vertices.
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λ

LG    4  30278  3  61803  1  38197  0  697224  0 ﬀ 
λ

LG C v0   3  1  0  0 ﬀ 
λ

LG C v1   4  3  1  0 ﬀ 
λ

LG C v2   3  1  0  0 ﬀ 
λ

LG C v3   3  41421  2  0  585786  0 ﬀ 
λ

LG C v4   4  3  1  0 ﬀ
v
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
y
(3.8)
Referring to the graphs shown in Figure 3.2. Although they are cospectral, by cal-
culating the mλ -vectors for both graphs, it can be seen that there is a difference in the
mλ -vectors of the induced subgraphs of J and H. This indicates that it is possible that the
mλ -vectors can be used in a more quantiable manner to determine similarity.
3.3.2 mλ -Distance Calculation
The question now is how to calculate the distance using the mλ -vectors? That is, given
the two graphs shown in Figure 3.4, what is an appropriate measurement of similarity using
mλ -vectors? According to the edit -distance metric, this is the number of edge rotations.
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If the mλ -vector captures the local information about the topology of the graph, then it is
reasonable that the sum of the λ -distances between the corresponding λ -vectors of the two
graphs will approximately capture this information.
The problem is there is not a well -dened pairing of corresponding λ -vectors. A
solution to this is to pair the λ -vector in one mλ -vector with the closest λ -vector in the
other mλ -vector in a greedy fashion. An algorithm to get the pairs of eigenvalues is given
in Algorithm 2. An algorithm to calculate this distance is given Algorithm 1.
In the case of mλ -vectors, the question of what to do when the graphs (and hence
the mλ -vectors) are of different sizes. For the λ -vector calculation, Ψ operator had the
effect that the  relation dened in [59]. Can this be done for mλ -vectors? Consider the
graphs shown in Figure 3.1. When the λ -distance was calculated, λ

LG  was padded with 0
(strictly speaking this was Ψ JH J
B
JG J  LG  ). In terms of edit distance, isolated vertices where
simply added to G which made the resulting graph equivalent to G under the  relation and
produced a corresponding number of 0 eigenvalues.
The same effect can be seen if what happens to the mλ -vector when isolated vertices
are added to G is considered; such as adding 1 isolated vertex v to G. Each λ -vector is
padded with an additional 0 eigenvalue at the end, and a new λ -vector is appended to the
set of λ -vectors in mλ

LG  v  . This additional λ -vector corresponds to what the spectrum
Algorithm 1 Distance calculation for mλ -distance.
mλ -distance(meig1, meig2)
meig1  a mλ -vector.
meig2  a mλ -vector.
1: ret-distance  0
2: Pad the shorter of meig1 and meig2 to be equal to the longer
3: pairs  getPairs(meig1, meig2)
4: for all pair  pairs do
5: ret-distance  ret-distance
2
pair

distance
6: end for
7: return ret  distance
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Algorithm 2 Pairing of λ -vectors for two mλ -vectors.
getPairs(meig1, meig2, pairs)
meig1  a mλ -vector.
meig2  a mλ -vector. -meig2 -  -meig1 -
pairs  a vector of size
-
meig1
-
that contains the λ -vector pairs.
1: used1, used2  boolean arrays of size
-
meig1
-
and
-
meig2
-
initialized to false
2: distances  priority queue of pairs and distances such that smallest distance is on top.
3: used1  0 c true, used2  0  true
4: for all λ1  meig1 do
5: for all λ2  meig2 do
6: pq-push(distances, pair-distance(λ1, λ2, λ -distance(λ1, λ2)))
7: end for
8: end for
9: while distances ? /0 do
10: pair  pq-top(distances)
11: if used1  pair

λ1 c f alse && used2  pair

λ2 c f alse then
12: vector-push(pairs, pq-top(distances))
13: used1  λ1  true
14: used2  λ2  true
15: end if
16: pq-pop(distances)
17: end while
18: return pairs
of G 
 v looks like when v is removed. Thus, the analogous Pad function for projecting G
to be compared to H is to add the appropriate number of λ

G  to mλ

G  . The distance
calculation in Algorithm 1 can then be run.
3.4 k-Clustering of Graphs
k-clustering was intended to cluster points in a vector space with a xed dimensionality.
This poses a slight problem for using the eigendistance metric. The λ -distance does not
dene a true metric space as it violates the condition that δ

x  y  0 Y+ x  y. However,
using the equivalence relation  between two graphs as dened in [59], the argument can
be made that the identity criteria for a distance function does not need to be strictly applied
in approximating the edit-distance precisely because of the  relation, the graphs shown
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in Figure 2.1 are at an edit-distance of 0. Still, the problem of cospectral non-isomorphic
graphs is left open. Clustering using mλ -vectors should remedy this.
It is clear that under the denition of eigendistance, the dimension of the λ -vectors
and mλ -vectors is unbounded in the general case of the entire universe of graphs. For a
nite dataset, the dimension of all the comparisons between the λ -vectors and mλ -vectors
is eventually projected up into the dth dimension where d is the size of the largest graph
in the dataset. Using this fact k-clustering can be adapted to use this metric and denition
of λ -vector and mλ -vector, although a much more thorough analysis on the effects of
clustering with non-uniform vectors should be done. There has also been some recent
research into the distortion caused by projection of metric spaces into lower dimensions
which is discussed in Chapter 5.
3.4.1 Renement of Initial Points
The algorithm for k-means is very straightforward and works on the principle that the
centers of the clusters will move to the true centers of the data that is being clustered as
the algorithm proceeds with its optimization. One of the issues with k-means alluded to in
Section 2.4 was the algorithm is highly dependent on the initial point conditions.
An algorithm presented in [13, 42] (and reproduced in Algorithm 6) attempts to nd
the correct initial starting conditions for a distribution for a given number of clusters. The
algorithm works on the idea that drawing several small subsamples of the entire dataset will
produce cluster centers that are close to the ideal cluster centers. It works in two stages,
in the rst stage, the algorithm draws j ) 0 subsamples from the population where each
subsample is a certain percentage. It clusters these subsamples using k-means for a given
size of k. It then takes the cluster centers and places them into a set. In the next stage, the
set of cluster centers is repeatedly clustered as its own dataset using each subset of centers
as the initial starting condition. The set that produces the lowest square error in the nal
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Algorithm 3 k-means algorithm.
k-means(k, S, D, δ , o)
k  an integer that species the number of clusters to make.
S  set of k starting points.
D  set of points to be placed into k clusters.
δ  distance function for points.
o  cutoff value for optimization loops.
1: C  C1  C2    Ck ﬀ
2: WeightedError  0
3: for i  1 to k do
4: Ci  Si ﬀ
5: Rep(Ci)  Si
6: end for
7: for all D j  D do
8: minC  i, such that δ (Rep(Ci), D j) is minimized.
9: CminC  CminC 
Z D j ﬀ
10: end for
11: for i  1 to k do
12: Rep(Ci)  RepFunction(Ci)
13: end for
14: iteration  1
15: while No Improvement in WeightedError && iteration . o do
16: for all D j  D do
17: Remove D j from the cluster it is currently in.
18: minC  i, such that δ (Rep(Ci), D j) is minimized.
19: CminC  CminC 
Z D j ﬀ
20: end for
21: TotalError  0
22: for i  1 to k do
23: Rep(Ci)  RepFunction(Ci)
24: ClusterError  ErrorFunction(Ci, Rep(Ci))
25: ClusterWeight 
-
Ci
-
n

-
D
-Ł2
k 
26: TotalError  TotalError
2
ClusterWeight  ClusterError
27: end for
28: iteration  iteration
2
1
29: end while
30: Remove all 0 sized clusters.
31: Return C
partition has its cluster centers used for the initial starting conditions for clustering on the
entire dataset.
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Algorithm 4 Representative function.
RepFunction(C)
C  A cluster to get the representative of.
1: MaxDimension  0
2: for all Points p  C do
3: if p

dimension
G
MaxDimension then
4: MaxDimension  p

dimension
5: end if
6: end for
7: Construct a point SumPoint in MaxDimension-dimensional space centered at origin
8: for all Points p  C do
9: for i  0 to p

dimension do
10: SumPointi  SumPointi
2
pi
11: end for
12: end for
13: for i  0 to SumPoint

dimension do
14: SumPointi  SumPointi n
-
C
-
15: end for
16: Return SumPoint
My implementation differs slightly from that given by Bradley et al [13] in that clusters
with a size of 0 are not reseeded with the furthest point and reclustered. My implementation
simply prunes the 0 size clusters from the partition. This modication was made with the
realization that there will be a large number of points in the dataset which overlap due to
isospectral properties and possibly isomorphic graphs. For instance, the National Design
Repository, from which the real world test-data is drawn, has a large number of models
with the same spectrum due to minute changes not captured in the graphs.
Algorithm 5 Error function.
ErrorFunction(C)
C  A cluster to get the error of.
1: ErrorSum  0
2: for all p  C do
3: ErrorSum  ErrorSum
2
distance

p  Rep

C 
4: end for
5: Return m ErrorSum
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Algorithm 6 Rene points algorithm. [13, 42]
rene-points(SP, Data, K, J, SS)
SP  Starting points for the algorithm.
Data  A set of datapoints to be clustered.
K  An integer specifying the number of clusters.
J  The number of subsamples to take.
SS  The subsample percentage of the total dataset.
1: CM  /0
2: for i = 1 to J do
3: Si  A small random subsample of Data
4: CMi  ClusterMiddles(KMeansMod(SP, Si, K))
5: PruneEmptyClusters(CMi)
6: CM  CM 
 CMi
7: end for
8: FMS  /0
9: for i = 1 to J do
10: FMi  KMeans(CMi, CM, K)
11: PruneEmptyClusters(FMi)
12: FMS  FMS 
 FMi
13: FM  maxFMi  Distortion(FMi, CM) ﬀ
14: end for
15: Return(FM)
3.4.2 Measurement of Quality
Since our interest is in measuring the ability of the eigen-distance metric to cluster
graphs according to their edit distances, it is necessary to establish a measure of the amount
of information for a particular partition of the universe of graphs. This measurement can
be made with the idea of entropy from [87]:
entropy  ∑
j
p j log2 p j (3.9)
Which gives the number of bits needed to represent events e j with corresponding prob-
abilities p j. In document clustering, a common way to measure the quality of clustering
results on data with known classes is to look at the way the points are distributed among
the clusters using entropy. [103] The per class entropy of a cluster is:
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E

C j X_
1
log2 q
q
∑
i ' 1
nij
n j
log2
nij
n j

(3.10)
Where C j is a cluster, q is the number of classes in the dataset, n j is the number of
points in cluster C j, and nij is the number of points of class i in C j. log2 q is a normalizing
factor. The total entropy of a clustering solution can be dened as:
Entropy 
k
∑
j ' 1
n j
n
E

C j 

(3.11)
In the case of Equation 3.11, a lower number indicates a better clustering. A higher en-
tropy indicates that there is little order to the way the points are distributed in the partition.
A lower entropy indicates that points from the same classes are being placed in the same
clusters.
Another measure used is the purity of the clusters. This measure is slightly different
from the entropy of the clusters in that instead of measuring how mixed up the clusters are,
it measures the dominant point class in a particular cluster.
P

C j F
1
n j
max
i 
nij  (3.12)
Analogously, the total purity of the partition can be dened as:
Purity 
k
∑
j ' 1
n j
n
P

C j  (3.13)
In general, the higher the value of Equation 3.13, the better the clustering is. Unfortu-
nately, these quality measures only work for when the data points and their actual classes
are known in advance. Thus, they are useful for examining the behavior of the clustering
algorithm under controlled conditions.
In most real world situations, this is not possible, so a measurement called the total
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error of the clustering measurement, shown in Equation 3.15, is used. The cluster error
shown in Equation 3.14 is a measure of the variance of the points p ji in a single cluster C j
from the representative point Rep

C j  of that cluster.
Err

C j F
n j
∑
i ' 1

p ji  Rep  C j 
2 (3.14)
The total error is dened as
TotalError 
k
∑
j ' 1
n j
n
Err

C j  (3.15)
or the weighted sum of all the cluster errors in the partition. The goal of algorithm is to
get the error value as low as possible.
3.5 Experiments
3.5.1 Stability of λ -Distance and mλ -Distance
The stability of the λ -distance and mλ -distance metric under graph edit operations
needs to be established. This can be done by generating random graphs and then apply-
ing increasing numbers of random edit operations on them. It is also needed to show that
mλ -values can detect the subtle changes that rotation operations on the graph introduce
into the local substructure. Recall from Section 3.3.1 that one of the limitations of the test
λ -distance calculation was that there was a certain probability that the graphs are cospec-
tral. This was the motivation for creating the mλ -vectors so that they could detect local
substructure changes in the input graphs. Therefore, there are two experiments that I per-
formed to test this.
The rst experiment involves verifying that G * H for graphs G and H using only ro-
tations are detected by the λ -distance and mλ -distance metrics. Thus, a base graph was
altered using only rotations a successively greater number of times. The second experiment
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alters the graph with any of the edit operations allowed to observe the changes. In both ex-
periments, the observed behavior should be that the distance increases with the number
of operations. Furthermore, the normalized distances, as measured by the λ -distance and
mλ -distance, should follow the same general shape. The mλ -distance should exhibit some
slight variations when normalized and compared with the normalized λ -distance, indicat-
ing that it is detecting the local differences in the graphs.
For the tests, graphs with 30, 40, and 50 vertices are generated. For each size graph,
three graphs with 30%, 60%, and 90% edge densities are generated. The edge density
measure gives an indication of the probability of having an edge between two nodes. This
measure is dened as the number of edges in the graph over the number of edges in a
complete graph with the same number of vertices. The number of edges in a complete
graph G is
JV
O
G
P
J
O
JV
O
G
P
J
B
1
P
2 . Thus the edge density is
2 JE
O
G
P
J
JV
O
G
P
J
O
JV
O
G
P
J
B
1
P
. Varying the edge
density is needed to see if the behavior of the metrics changes with graphs of different.
3.5.2 Clustering of Synthetic Data
I devised a set of synthetic graphs that would allow me to test the effectiveness of the k-
means clustering algorithm using the λ -vectors and the mλ -vectors using the denitions of
purity and entropy. Since this clustering is intended to be used on the real dataset described
in Section 3.5.3, I wanted to create graphs that had similar properties as the real data, but
with some controlled parameters.
To this end, I set about gathering sample statistics from the graphs that are contained in
the Repository. I chose to measure the average vertex count and edge density of all graphs
with less than 200 vertices. The total number of graphs in the entire dataset I used was
1809, by taking all the graphs with less than 200 vertices, I eliminated only 127 graphs, a
small subsample of the dataset. The reason I did this was because of the expensive nature
of the mλ -distance calculation, which is repeated quite often in the clustering algorithm.
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Figure 3.5: An  2 example of controlled clusters of points.
The average number of vertices of the graphs in the Repository is 30

5 with a standard
deviation of 36

5. This gives an indication of the range of the sizes of the synthetic graphs.
The average and a standard deviation below and above are taken, then the range of sizes to
look at is between 0 and 67. The range that I made the data into was between 6 and 66 with
increments of 2 in the size of the graph. The average edge density was 30.5%, suggesting
that random graphs with a 30% probability that an edge will exist between any given pair
of vertices would make good candidates for the random graphs.
The idea behind the synthetic graphs is simple; create a set of graphs with known edit
distances that can be used to verify the clustering. Generate a number of random seed
graphs. In terms of my experiments, these would be graphs with between 6 and 66 vertices,
with increments of 2 and edge densities of 30%. Each of these graphs is perturbed or
modied using a number of random edge rotations.
The effects will be manifested in the λ -vectors and the mλ -vectors, effectively moving
the graph in the metric space dened by these vectors. A 2-dimensional analogue, depicted
in Figure 3.5 would be to take a random point in the Cartesian plane and jiggle it randomly,
occasionally taking note of its position and plotting it on the plane. In effect, this creates
a point cloud in the metric space, or what could thought of as a cluster. In this manner,
classes of graphs are generated.
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In the dataset generated, there are 31 seed points, which by my method, creates 31
point clouds. What I also wish to do is establish how mλ -vectors can differentiate between
graphs of the same size based on their local structure. To do this, I generate 3 random
graphs for every size of graph. For example, this means that there are 3, 6-vertex graphs
that serve as seed points for the point clouds. This results in 93 seed points. To create the
clouds, I perform 1, 2, and 3 random edit operations on the seed graphs. This process is
repeated twice giving a total of 558 graphs in the entire dataset.
This dataset is divided into two categories. The rst category contains one point cloud
from each size random graph is taken. Thus, a 6 vertex graph and all the graphs generated
from the random edit operations are taken, an 8 vertex graph and all the generated graphs,
and so on. This dataset will be referred to as Dataset 1, and contains 31 classes and a total
of 186 graphs. The other dataset includes all of Dataset 1, plus the rest of the point clouds,
so it contains 93 classes and 558 graphs. This dataset will be referred to as Dataset 2.
Clustering Using Various Metrics
Clustering using the metric of λ -distance and mλ -distance would be fairly boring if
not compared with a relatively simple metric, or a control. In this thesis, I elected to use
a pseudo-metric where each graph is represented as a two dimensional vector. The rst
dimension is the number of vertices and the second dimension is the number of edges. This
pseudo-metric is sufciently naive to compute quickly, and will help contrast the advan-
tages of using the λ -value and mλ -value metrics.
3.5.3 Clustering Real World Data
Solid Model Repository
The National Design Repository (http://www.designrepository.org,
http://repos.mcs.drexel.edu) is a digital library of computer-aided design (CAD)
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models and engineering designs from a variety of domains [74, 79, 80]. The Repository
project started in 1994 and its objective is to advance the state-of-the-art in academic and
industrial research in computer-aided engineering (CAE) by building a public catalog of
real-world design examples and solid models. The Repository provides benchmark designs
in a variety of formats to serve as reference data to aide developers and students.
The design repository currently contains over 55,000 les maintained in multiple data
le formats (including STEP AP 203, ACIS, DXF, IGES, DGN, and Parasolid). Individual
object sizes in the Repository range from a few kilobytes for simple solid models to hun-
dreds of megabytes for complex electro-mechanical assemblies. Contributions have been
made by many major research laboratories and academic institutions. Currently there are
10 gigabytes of design, engineering, and manufacturing information, and it is growing by
approximately 20% each year.
Model Signature Graphs
To represent solid models abstractly, a data structure called a Model Signature Graph
(MSG) is used. An example of an MSG is shown in Figure 3.6. The MSG is constructed
from the BRep of a solid model in a manner similar to that by Wysk et al. [91] and the
Attributed Adjacency Graph (AAG) structures used to perform feature recognition on solid
models [57].
The BRep described in Hoffmann [52] essentially consists of a set of edges and a set of
faces used by the solid modeler to describe the shape of the model in 3-dimensional space.
A MSG for a solid model P is dened as a labeled graph G 

V  E  where each face f  P
is represented as a vertex v  V with attributes that further describe the qualities of the face
in the model. Some of these attributes are listed here:
1. The surface type of the face;
2. The convexity or concavity of the face;
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(a) Wireframe (b) Hidden Lines Removed
(c) Model Signature Graph
Figure 3.6: Representations of a Torpedo Motor as a wireframe and MSG.
3. Surface area farea for the face.
A MSG edge

f1  f2 X E exists whenever two faces f1  f2  P are adjacenti.e., when
f1 and f2 meet at a topological edge e in the BRep. The MSG edge emsg   f1  f2  is
attributed with features, some of which are listed below:
1. The type of Brep edge e in P;
2. Concavity or convexity of e;
3. The length of the curve of e.
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(a) Wireframe (b) Hidden Lines Removed (c) Model Signature Graph
Figure 3.7: Representations of an Allied Signal part as a wireframe and MSG.
A simple example of the encoding of a solid model into a model signature graph is
shown in Figure 3.7. As can be seen by Figures 3.6 and 3.7, the representation can be used
on a variety of models, regardless of complexity. In addition, the MSG is unambiguous
with respect to a model’s rotation and scale; it is only dependent on the connections of the
faces of the model.
Feature Signature Graphs
Another abstract representation of the solid models in the Repository are feature sig-
nature graphs (FSG). FSGs are similar to MSGs in that they attempt to capture the rela-
tionship of machining features in a solid model in a graph structure. Unlike the faces and
edges in solid models, machining features are not represented directly. Instead, a feature
recognizer is used on the model in order to extract this information.
For the models in the Repository, the feature recognizer used was FBMach from Honey-
well, Kansas City Plant. The feature recognizer is capable of identifying slots, holes, pock-
ets, steps, cutouts, and llets. Feature interaction is searched for by performing boolean
intersection tests on pairwise volumes of the features extracted by FBMach using the ACIS
solid modeling kernel.
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In a FSG, a node represents one feature that is extracted by FBMach. If an edge exists
between two nodes in the FSG, then this indicates that there is an interaction between these
two features in the solid model (i.e. a hole is made and then a shallow pocket is made on
top of one end of the hole).
There are two reasons for developing both the MSG and FSG. In the MSG, the simi-
larity of the graphs should indicate a similarity in the topology of the model. In the FSG,
the similarity of the graphs should indicate a similarity in how the machining features are
arranged in the model. In other words, the graph metrics can be used to compare two differ-
ent ideas of model similarity. Another reason for developing the FSG is that the FSG for a
part tends to be much smaller than the MSG for the same part. This makes the comparison
of models using FSGs a generally faster operation than using the MSGs.
Assessment of the Clustering
In this thesis, the extra information encoded within the model is not used for compar-
isons. Instead, the information contained within the structure of the graphs themsevles is
used exclusively. From the MSGs and FSGs contained within the Repository, the λ -vectors
and mλ -vectors are calculated and the models are clustered based on the distances. If the
λ -vectors and mλ -vectors behave as expected, models which have similar topology and
feature interactions should be clustered together. The assessment of the clustering results is
done experientially by manually examining the resulting clusters. The dataset that contains
the MSGs will be referred to as the MSG Dataset. The dataset that contains the FSGs is the
FSG Dataset.
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion
4.1 Complexity
4.1.1 λ -Vector and mλ -Vector Calculation
The eigenvalues of an n

n matrix can be computed in O

n3  time. For an n vertex
graph, the λ -vector can be determined in the same time complexity. For mλ -vectors, we
note that the calculation of the rst λ -vector takes O

n3  time, and the n λ -vectors of
size n  1 take O

n  1  3  time which is, again, O

n3  time. Thus the time complexity for
computing the mλ -vector of an n vertex graph is O

n3 
2
∑ni ' 1 O

n3  O

n4
2
n3  O

n4  .
The timing results for calculating the λ -vectors and mλ -vectors for differently sized graphs
are shown in Figure 4.1.
4.1.2 λ -Vector and mλ -Vector Distance Calculation Timing
The complexity of the distance calculation depends on the size of the λ -vectors. If n is
the number of dimensions of the largest λ -vector, then the distance calculation is an O

n 
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Figure 4.1: λ -vector and mλ -vector creation times vs. size of graph.
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Figure 4.2: Distance calculation times vs. size of graph.
operation. This relationship can be veried in Figure 4.2a.
In a naive implementation of the mλ -distance calculation, the algorithm nds the pair-
ing of all n O n B 1 P2 distances which gives the minimum distance. The next iteration compares
O
n
B
1
P
O
n
B
2
P
2 distances, and so on. This process is repeated n times, once for each pairing
needed between the mλ -vectors. This algorithm thus takes ∑n B 1i ' 0 O
n
B
i
P
O
n
B
O
1 f i
P$P
2 
n3
B
n
6 
O

n3  .
In my actual implementation, shown in Algorithm 1, I use a priority queue to maintain
the shortest distances in order to build the pairs list. The bulk of the computational com-
plexity is contained in Algorithm 2. In the rst part of the algorithm all n O n B 1 P2 distances
are calculated and enqueued onto the priority queue. In actuality, the underlying heap is
not built until all the distances have been calculated. At this time, an algorithm is called to
build the array into a heap suitable for use in a priority queue. This is a linear operation in
terms of the size of the heap [31], in terms of the size of the mλ -vectors, this is an O

n2 
operation.
In the next part of the distance calculation, the algorithm looks at the top of the priority
queue, if either λ -vector in the pair has already been selected, then the distance is discarded
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Figure 4.3: Timing of k-means on dataset 1 using the λ -distance function.
and popped off the top of the priority queue. This is a O

logn  operation [31]. In terms of
the size of the mλ -vectors, this is O

logn2  O

2logn  operation that is repeated O

n2 
times. After the list of pairs is retrieved, then the algorithm sums up the distances, which
is an O

n  operation. Thus, the total run time of the algorithm is O

n2
2
2  n2 logn
2
n F
O

n2 logn  . The runtimes for both the λ -distance calculation and the mλ -distance can be
veried in Figure 4.2. For each size graph, the distance calculation was run 10 times, and
the average taken. Spikes in the extremes of the timing graphs could be caused by a number
of phenomena such as page faults, branch mispredicts, or background processing.
4.1.3 Complexity of k-means Algorithm
The k-means algorithm terminates when the change in the error value of the clustering
becomes very small (ε . 10
B
10). Most implementations of the k-means algorithm bound
the total number of optimizations with an integer in order to keep the algorithm from taking
an excessive amount of time to complete if the error does not converge quickly; analyzing
the runtime of the algorithm does not give an indication of the expensive nature of the
algorithm.
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The user controlled parameters that affect the worst case runtime of the algorithm are
the size of the input dataset, the number of clusters, and the maximum allowed number of
iterations. In a naive sense, the clustering algorithm has a runtime of O

kID  , where k is the
number of clusters, I is the number of iterations allowed, and D is the size of the dataset,
assuming worst case starting conditions. If the starting conditions are good (i.e. the input
order of the datapoints, the initial partition, etc), then the runtime might actually be less
because the error will converge to a local minimum faster.
The effect that this has on the k-means algorithm runtime can be seen in Figure 4.3.
The cputime and the number of iterations that were actually taken for various numbers of
clusters show a denite correspondence, especially when the entire dataset was clustered.
The red line shows the results when 20% of the input dataset is randomly sampled and
clustered, the green line represents the results from the entire dataset.
The runtime analysis does not take into account the expense of calculating the distances
between the points, nor does it take into account the calculation of the representative points
or the errors of the clusters. The latter two problems can be negated by maintaining state
information in the cluster, however the rst problem is much more difcult to get around.
In my implementation of the algorithm, the design was such that maintaining state
information in the clusters was problematic and resulted in a quadratic run time instead of
the desired linear run time. In a future revision of the program, I will x this design aw.
As will be seen from the analysis below, the speed up should be very substantial.
Calculating the representative points of the clusters is done on each iteration of the im-
provement steps of Algorithm 3, lines 1529. The algorithm to calculate the representative
point of a cluster is shown in Algorithm 4. In terms of the number of points in the cluster
C, this algorithm runs in O

2n 1 O

n  time, but if the maximum number of dimensions
d is also factored in then this time becomes O

dn  . If d approaches n or surpasses n, then
this effectively makes the algorithm quadratic since O

dn X O

n2  , or even worse if d is
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much larger than n.
When clustering points in low-dimensional space (considered to be d . 15 in the lit-
erature) then d is generally immaterial when compared with the number of points in the
dataset. However, considering the maximum size of the graphs in the repository approaches
2  000 vertices, which means the λ -vector is in  2000 space, the dimensionality must be
taken into consideration. For the mλ -vector, this number is much larger since there would
be 2001 λ -vectors in the mλ -vector, effectively making d on the order of d2 for this func-
tion. This complexity became a bottleneck point in the experiments with the mλ -vector.
The function to calculate the error, shown in Algorithm 5 of a cluster is also algorith-
mically important as it sits in the same loop as the function calculating the representative
point. It is easy to see that the algorithm itself is O

n  in terms of the number of points
in a cluster C, but it has the same problem as the representative function in that as d ap-
proaches and surpasses n in magnitude. Thus there are essentially two quadratic func-
tions that are each executed k times in lines 2227. The worst case that could happen is
that the points are spread uniformly throughout the partition, making each cluster C the
same size, or
-
C
-

JD J
k  . If this is the case, the worst case runtime for lines 2226 is
O

2 
JD J
k 
2
ﬂ O


JD J
k 
2
 .
For lines 1620, the time is linear in terms of the number of clusters k and the number
of points in the dataset
-
D
-
. However, the high dimensional space  d , must be taken into
account, and the runtime is O

kd
-
D
-
 . Thus, taking the entire loop in lines 1529, the
runtime is O

okd
-
D
-2

JD J
k 
2
 , where o is the maximum number of improvement iterations.
This overshadows the initialization part in lines 113.
What this says is that for high dimensional points, the algorithm is expensive. This is
borne out by the fact that my implementation of k-means for λ -vectors and mλ -vectors
differed in run times by several days. A portion of this was due to the quadratic nature of
my implementation, but referring back to the timing results shown in 4.2, it can be seen
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Figure 4.4: Normalized distances of λ and mλ vs. the number of rotations.
that the time to calculate the distances differed by approximately ve orders of magnitude.
4.2 Distance Calculations Using λ -Vectors and mλ -Vectors
One thing that needed to be established was the stability of the λ -distance and mλ -
distance metric. To this end, the experiment described in Section 3.5.1 was carried out.
The results are shown in Figure 4.4. In all plots, there is a clear relationship between the
number of edit operations and the distance as calculated by both the λ -distance and the
mλ -distance. Note that these distances were normalized, the red lines in the plots are the
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normalized λ -distances, the green lines in the plots are the normalize mλ -distances. The
scale of the mλ -vectors is much greater than the λ -vectors, but for comparison purposes,
the normalized differences sufce.
Figures 4.4a and 4.4b refer specically to those experiments in which the only edit
operation allowed was edge rotation. Therefore, the number of nodes and the number of
edges of the distorted graph is the same and the difference between the base graph and the
distorted graph is purely structural. These rotations were unique meaning that if an edge
e was rotated in one operation, then it would not be rotated again for the remainder of the
experiment. Furthermore, if an edge had previously existed between vertices v and u, then
this edge was not replaced by another rotation. This has the consequence that there is an
upper bound on the maximum number of rotations possible for a given graph.
It is interesting to note that the relationships in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b do not appear
to be strictly linear, and are sublinear. This indicates that there is a certain amount of
symmetry being exhibited in the structure of the graph. For instance, even though care was
taken not to repeat edge rotations or replace already rotated edges, rotations were made
that duplicated some substructures in the graph, thus decreasing the distance as measured
by approximation metrics.
In Figures 4.4c and 4.4d, there is also a clear relationship between the number of edit
operations and the distance as measured by the λ -distance and mλ -distance metrics. The
plot of the normalized mλ -distance, for most of the plot is less than the normalized λ -
distance, this is because differences in the graphs are magnied when using the mλ -vector.
Thus as the graph had more edit operations applied there was a corresponding larger dif-
ference in the number of nodes.
When the λ -vector is padded, it is with all 0’s, however, when the mλ -vector is padded,
it is with the λ -vector of the entire graph. This was discussed in Section 3.3.2. What this
does is spread the distance out a relatively greater amount, thus when the data is normalized,
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Figure 4.5: Cluster error vs. number of cluster on dataset 1 using λ -distance.
there is a slight depression in the mλ -vector.
4.3 Clustering on Synthetic Data
4.3.1 Clustering Using Known Seed Points
Dataset 1 Using the λ -Vector and VE-Vector This experiment used dataset 1 with the
known seed points to cluster the data. In the results of clustering dataset 1 using the λ -
values and known seed points, the algorithm reaches the local minimum for the total error
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Figure 4.6: Cluster quality vs. number of clusters on dataset 1 using λ -distance.
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Figure 4.7: Cluster quality vs. number of clusters on dataset 1 using VE-vector.
at the number of clusters that are known to exist in the dataset. A plot of the total error
value and the number of clusters specied is shown in Figure 4.5. Correspondingly, the
purity and entropy values reach 1 (100% purity) and 0, respectively. A plot of this is shown
in Figure 4.6. This indicates that not only did the algorithm nd the partition that produced
a local minimum after optimization at precisely the correct number of clusters, but also that
the partition that it found was the optimal one.
One thing to note about the total error of a clustering is that the actual value is highly
dependent on the metric being used as well as the size of the dataset. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to establish that a minimum in the total error for clustering a particular dataset indicates
an optimal clustering, thus the measures of purity and entropy, which do not have these is-
sues. Since these values all reach their extremes at the same point, the conclusion is that
when looking at the total error in the clustering, the point at which the added complexity
of attempting to use more clusters outweighs the improvement in the error value is when to
use that value for the number of clusters.
As with the clustering results using λ -distances, the VE-vector achieves equivalent
quality results with dataset 1. The results shown in 4.7 indicate that the λ -vectors of graphs
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Figure 4.8: Cluster quality vs. number of clusters on dataset 2 using λ -distance.
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Figure 4.9: Cluster quality vs. number of clusters on dataset 2 using VE-vector.
might not be as useful a metric as was thought, at least not in the manner in which I am
currently using them.
Dataset 2 using the λ -Vector and VE-Vector In the clustering results of dataset 2 with
the λ -vector, it can be seen in Figure 4.8, the algorithm performs much worse on differen-
tiating between the classes of synthetic graphs than it did with dataset 1. This is expected
behavior though.
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Figure 4.10: Cluster purity vs. number of clusters on dataset 1 using rene-points.
The clustering results in Figure 4.9 show that the λ -vector performs better than the
VE-vector when there are graphs of equal size and edge probability in the dataset. That
the VE-vector performs poorly in these conditions is expected since it only differentiates
graphs based on the vertex and edge count and not on the internal structure reected in the
λ -vector.
4.3.2 Clustering Using Seed Points from Renement Algorithm
Dataset 1 Using the λ -Vector and VE-Vector The purpose of these experiments is to
show that by using the renement procedure, one can achieve similar results. Take the
Figure 4.10, the algorithm performs modestly well, achieving a 80% purity in the nal so-
lutions. What the results also show is that the same level of performance can be realized
regardless of the subsample size. For instance, the blue line, represents the results of clus-
tering the entire dataset 1 by using a subsample size of 10% achieves the same performance
as the algorithm when run to use a subsample size of 1%. This is true for the results using
the VE-vector as well.
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Figure 4.11: Cluster purity vs. number of clusters on dataset 2 using rene-points.
Dataset 2 Using the λ -Vector and VE-Vector This is where the λ -vector performs bet-
ter than the VE-vector and justies its use over other native metrics. From Figure 4.11a
and 4.11b, it is clear that the performance of the algorithm, in which it makes the most
pure clusters, is far better than that of the VE-vector. Recall that dataset 2 is comprised of
classes of graphs which have the same nodes and edge, but different initial starting graphs.
In the case of the VE-vector, it is expected that the algorithm will not be able to cluster the
graphs effectively. But by using the λ -vector, the internal structure of the graph is captured
and can be used to differentiate graphs with the same number of vertices and edges.
4.3.3 Clustering of Datasets Using the mλ -Vector
Recall from the discussion in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.2 that the k-means algorithm be-
comes quadratic as the dimensions of the vectors increases. During the clustering exper-
iments with the mλ -vectors, it became apparent that the added complexity of the vectors
and the awed implementation would cause the experiments to take more time than could
be spared to cluster the datasets. Thus a different method of evaluating the effectiveness of
the mλ -vector in the clustering process had to be used.
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Since the number of classes of datapoints from all the datasets is known, the method
chosen was simple. Cluster the datasets using the mλ -vectors with the number of clusters
k set to the known numbers. This was done four times for dataset 1 and dataset 2 both with
using the known seed points and with using the renement algorithm to seed the clusters.
The results are shown in Table 4.1.
For clustering dataset 1 with known seed points, the algorithm achieves the same pu-
rity and entropy values as the λ -vector and VE-vector. However, clustering with dataset
2 produced results that were actually worse than clustering with the VE-vector. This is
surprising as one would expect that the characteristics that make the λ -vector useful would
carry over with the mλ -vector. But this is not the case.
4.4 Clustering on Real World Data
In this section, I examine the effects of using the k-means clustering algorithm on a set
of real world data; the MSG dataset and the FSG dataset from the solid model repository.
I will explain the process that I used to evaluate the clustering results. First, the rene
points and clustering algorithm were run for successively larger values of k, each k was
given 4 trials. After this was completed, the plots of the total error values were examined
to determine the point at which the total error stops substantially improving; i.e. the point
at which the slope of the curve approaches 0. This partition was analyzed to nd the best
Table 4.1: Results of clustering the datasets using mλ -vector.
Experiment k Error Value Entropy Purity
Average Average Average
Dataset 1 (known seeds) 31 2330.72 0/0/0 1
Dataset 1 (renement) 31 26363.32 N/A .78
Dataset 2 (known seeds) 93 2423.76 8.27 .45
Dataset 2 (renement) 93 2905.81 N/A .58
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Figure 4.12: Cluster error vs. number of clusters for the model signature graphs.
and worst partitions according to the cluster error measurement. A random sample of parts
from these clusters was pulled up for visual inspection and analysis.
Table 4.2: Error values for the best clustering found on the MSG dataset.
Label Error Size Weighted Error
cluster0 2.03668 141 0.170935
cluster1 15.2209 79 0.715744
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
cluster17 727.414 17 7.36074
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
cluster22 0.403985 93 0.0223634
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Total Error: 61.3969
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4.4.1 Using λ -Vectors on Model Signature Graphs
In this experiment, the MSGs were clustered using the seed points derived from sam-
pling 10% of the data 10 times and then clustering the entire dataset based on those initial
starting conditions. Other values for the subsampling size and the number of subsamples
were used as well. These results are the most stable and have the most easily identiable
minimums. The other reason to use these results and not the others is that the renement
procedure worked on a statistically more signicant sample of the total amount of data.
The clustering results for using the λ -vector on the MSGs are shown in Figure 4.12.
From the plot, it is clear that at the point where the number of clusters equals 27, there is
a marked slowdown in the improvement of the total error measurement. The other results
did show minimums within the range of 2730 clusters. Of the four trials, the third trial
had the smallest total error with a value of 61

3969 (trials 1, 2, and 4 had error values of
72

6609, 73

1877, and 65

7158, respectively). In this solution, the clusters had the values
shown in Table 4.2.
From the data, the cluster with the least error was cluster22, it also should be noted
that the size of the cluster is fairly substantial with 93 points. The cluster with the greatest
error was cluster17. From a random sampling of 5 parts, cluster22 had the parts shown in
Figure 4.13 placed in it. From a random sampling of 5 parts, cluster17 had the parts shown
in Figure 4.14 placed in it.
Referring to cluster22 (Figure 4.13), there are two characteristics that should be pointed
out. One is that the shapes of the models are all simple, there are 68 vertices in each of the
graphs, with 6 being the majority. The second is the vast majority of graphs in this cluster
had 6 vertices and a similar shape.
Cluster17 (Figure 4.14), conversely, had a more diverse set of models. As opposed to
cluster22, the models are all highly complex with a large number of faces and correspond-
ingly large numbers of vertices in the MSG. One of the notable results are the models ray
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(a) AES94 Stock
model.
(b) AES94 Stock
MSG.
(c) a051 model. (d) a051 MSG.
(e) ex2 stock
model.
(f) ex2 stock
MSG.
(g) ray model. (h) ray MSG.
(i) tang9 model. (j) tang9 MSG.
Figure 4.13: Models from cluster22 and their corresponding MSGs.
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(a) 898752 model. (b) 898752 MSG. (c) daratech
model.
(d) daratech
MSG.
(e) Ex02 model. (f) Ex02 MSG. (g) p48 model. (h) p48 MSG.
(i) p48rr model. (j) p48rr MSG.
Figure 4.14: Models from cluster17 and their corresponding MSGs.
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Figure 4.15: Cluster error vs. number of clusters for the feature signature graphs.
(Figure 4.14g and h) and tang9 (Figure 4.14i and j) which both have an amazingly similar
shape. To a lesser extent, the models in Figures 4.14af could be considered similar as well.
They are all generally planar parts with a deep well cut out of one side and have numerous
holes.
What these two cluster examples say is that a cluster with a high error value does not
necessarily mean that there are not similar parts in the cluster, merely that the cluster has
a more diverse set of parts. For instance, parts in Figures 4.14g and i are similar to each
other, but not to parts in Figures 4.14a,c, or e. Given a database with these solid models,
the clustering could be used to speed up nearest neighbor queries or indexing techniques
by returning a rough set of models. A more ne grained approach could then be taken to
further rene the results.
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Table 4.3: Error values for the best clustering found on the FSG dataset.
Label Error Size Weighted Error
cluster0 0 330 0
cluster2 836.175 6 5.21523
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
cluster10 6546.29 5 34.0244
cluster11 26.1903 88 2.39578
Total Error: 46.1633
4.4.2 Using λ -Vectors on Feature Signature Graphs
Interpretation of the clustering results, shown in Figure 4.15 on the λ -vector on the
FSGs is made difcult by the fact that there are really no points at which the algorithm
stabilizes for a given k. There are four major dips at 17, 21, 26, and 33 clusters. In this
analysis, I will look at two results. The best result from the clustering using 17 clusters and
the best result from the clustering using 33 clusters.
17 clusters. The FSG clustering results for 17 clusters, shown in Table 4.3, are interesting
from the outset in that 7 clusters were ultimately pruned from the partition for having a size
of 0, this indicates that there were a number of points that were either extremely close in the
metric space or in the same place. Thus, there are actually only 11 clusters in the partition.
On inspection, the two extremal clusters are cluster0 and cluster10.
From the sampling of models in cluster0, shown in Figure 4.16, there are a few things to
be noted. The rst is that none of the FSGs have edges. Another interesting result is that the
complexity of the models do not seem to play a role in determining feature similarity. This
can be seen by comparing the steamroller model with the motor ange in Figures 4.16c
and i. What is seen in the clustering results is that the feature interaction is the determining
factor in grouping these models together.
Referring to the models from cluster10, shown in Figure 4.17, there are two things that
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(a)
good chamberor
model.
(b)
good chamberor
FSG.
(c) motor flange
model.
(d) motor flange
FSG.
(e) SingleCam1
model.
(f) SingleCam1
FSG.
(g) spacer 220
model.
(h) spacer 220
FSG.
(i) steamroller
model.
(j) steamroller
FSG.
Figure 4.16: Models from cluster0 and their corresponding FSGs.
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stand out. All the models have highly complex feature interaction, although the features
themselves might not be the same or similar. One characteristic of all of these graphs is that
they have a major component with a star conguration; there is a single vertex with many
vertices attaches to it. In fact, in Figures 4.17f and j, it can be seen that the star graph is the
only component in the graph. In Figures 4.17b, d, and h there is still the star conguration
present, but there are several smaller ancillary structures as well. The other thing to note is
that Figure 4.17a, e, g, i are duplicates in the repository. They exist in different paths from
each other. The fact that they were grouped together conrms the expected result that the
same graph will have a λ -distance of 0 from itself.
33 clusters. In the solution with 33 clusters, shown in Table 4.4, the two extremal clusters
are cluster1 and cluster13. Like the solution with 17 clusters, the largest cluster and the
cluster with no error, cluster1, shown in Figure 4.18, is the one containing the FSGs of the
models with very little feature interaction. As with the example with cluster0 from the 17
cluster solution, the topological similarity of the models is not preserved. This can be seen
most strinkingly between the models shown in Figures 4.18a and c. Moreover, the level of
feature interaction gives no indication of the number of features in terms of similarity. To
see this, compare models shown in Figures 4.18g and j.
As opposed to cluster1, with the simple feature interaction, cluster13, shown in Fig-
ure 4.19, contains those graphs with complicated feature interaction. Notice, again, that
there are duplicate models showing up. The dominant feature of all the graphs is also a star
conguration indicating that there are many features interacting with a central feature.
It is important to note the inherent difference between FSGs and MSGs. FSGs capture
the feature interaction of models, thus when FSGs are being clustered using the λ -distance
of these graphs, they are not being clustered based on any sort of similarity in the features,
but in how the features interact with each other in the model. This is important in a machine
shop where the order and cost of machining a part depends on the order that the parts are
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(a) 2827056
model.
(b) 2827056 FSG. (c) ToolingBlock1
model.
(d) ToolingBlock1
FSG.
(e) WINKEL
model.
(f) WINKEL FSG. (g) 2827056
model.
(h) 2827056 FSG.
(i) WINKEL
model.
(j) WINKEL FSG.
Figure 4.17: Models from cluster10 and their corresponding FSGs.
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(a) cover model. (b) cover FSG. (c) exp-feats
model.
(d) exp-feats FSG.
(e) GLASS1
model.
(f) GLASS1 FSG. (g) holes10
model.
(h) holes10 FSG.
(i)
regli pathological1
model.
(j)
regli pathological1
FSG.
Figure 4.18: Models from cluster1 and their corresponding FSGs.
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Table 4.4: Error values for the best clustering found on the FSG dataset.
Label Error Size Weighted Error
cluster0 12.8377 32 0.427034
cluster1 0 330 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
cluster13 4100.9 4 17.0516
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
cluster29 1.02222 10 0.010626
cluster30 4038.59 3 12.5944
Total Error: 34.2996
(a) 2827056
model.
(b) 2827056 FSG. (c) 2827056
model.
(d) 2827056 FSG.
(e) WINKEL
model.
(f) WINKEL FSG. (g) WINKEL
model.
(h) WINKEL FSG.
Figure 4.19: Models from cluster13 and their corresponding FSGs.
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machine. This is why models that are clustered together may look surprisingly different. A
way to improve on this would be to make use of the information in the vertices and edges
of the FSGs. This also distinguishes MSGs and FSGs. MSGs are an abstract representation
of the topology of a model. Thus, when clustering MSGs, the shape of the model is what
is being compared.
4.5 Failed Experiments
Generating the synthetic data turned out to be much more difcult than I had anticipated
for several reasons. One is that, without a representative sampling of real world data, the
appropriate spread of vertex counts on the graphs is hard to gauge. At rst, I generated
graphs with a gap of 5 vertices, and got very good results. Almost too good. I concluded
at that point the graphs were too far spread apart in the metric space. Furthermore, notice
from the experiments with the VE-vector that it performs just as well as the λ -vector in
dataset 1, but not nearly as well in dataset 2. This indicates that the utility in using the
λ -vector lies in the comparison of graphs with a similar vertex count.
That said, there is still the question of what happened with the mλ -vector. Theoreti-
cally, the vector should be more discriminating than the λ -vector, but, as can be seen by the
results from clustering dataset in Section 4.3.3, this was not the case. There are several ex-
planations. One, is that the calculation of the distance is incorrect in its current incarnation;
i.e. the metric is not correctly computed. Two, the high dimensional nature of the vectors
pushed the limits on what the algorithm could handle; i.e. the clustering algorithm is to
blame. Three, the behavior of the mλ -vectors has not been as well investigated as that of
the λ -vectors. Recall that from Sections 3.3 and 3.3.1 that there was no bound information
calculated for the vector. It was merely stated that it should help in the differentiation of
co-spectral graphs.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Summary
5.1 Summary
Graphs have a long history as a powerful and exible structure for many problems and
have proven to be quite useful in the representation of objects in practical domains. With
numerous applications of graph theory, a method of managing this information is desirable.
Edit-distance is a proven distance metric for the similarity of graphs. However, because it
is NP-Hard to calculate the edit distance for arbitrary graphs, an approximation metric is
needed. The λ -vector, based on the Laplacian matrix of a graph has characteristics that
make it suitable for use as an approximation measurement to edit-distance.
k-means is a simple and well understood partitional clustering algorithm which can be
used to cluster graphs based on the λ -vector. Furthermore, the initial starting conditions
can be approximated by using a renement procedure. The application of this clustering
method to a set of real world data from the National Design Repository has yielded positive
results and motivation for continued research.
In this thesis, I have bounded the λ -distance in terms of the difference in the graphs,
represented by the noise matrix. I have proposed a different metric, called the mλ -distance.
I have shown that graphs can be clustered successfully for use in a database setting.
5.2 Limitations
The approach used in this thesis has several limitations. In the strictest denition, the
eigendistance metric is not a true metric. To see this, consider the case shown in Figure 3.2.
This violates one of the criteria for a true distance metric. This has been somewhat miti-
gated through the use of mλ -vectors as representations. The k-means clustering algorithm
converges only on a local minimum.
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The λ -vectors and the mλ -vectors can both grow to have very large dimensions, which
can hinder the effectiveness of the clusterings. This is due to the curse of dimensionality, the
basic idea of which is that points in space tend to spread out as the number of dimensions
increases. In fact, some recent work questions the usefulness of distance calculations in
high dimensional spaces [10], especially in nearest neighbor queries, with which clustering
has direct application.
5.3 Directions for Future Work
5.3.1 Query Semantics
One question that is still open in GICL’s formulation of databases of graphs is the
problem of querying the database. Using traditional relational operators in a simplistic
manner, queries that involve projection or the Cartesian product of relations in a database
of graphs pose little problem. However, the semantics become unclear when talking about
more complicated queries involving the selection, union, intersection, and join operators.
For instance, consider the relations shown in Table 5.1.
What would be semantics of R   S (natural join)? Is a strict isomorphism necessary, or
can an approximation be dened? If a strict isomorphism is needed, then the computational
time would be very unwieldy and impractical. What about R  S? Even more intriguing
is σG 
'
Q  R  , where Q is a query graph, the meaning of which is to nd all the graphs in R
which are isomorphic to Q. How about piR gDescription  ρR g  G   R G 
'
S G S  ? That is, nd the
descriptions of the all the graphs that are isomorphic between R and S. It seems clear that
a closer look at the meaning behind the relational operators is in order when dealing with
graphs in a relational database setting.
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R S
G Description
Sam’s graph
Saruman’s graph
Legolas’s graph
Ganalf’s graph
Bilbo’s graph
H Description
Peggy’s graph
Simon’s graph
Derek’s graph
Gandalf’s graph
Bilbo’s graph
Table 5.1: Relation R and S with a graph attributes.
5.3.2 Recent Clustering Algorithm Advances
The k-means clustering algorithm was selected for the simplicity in implementation.
As noted in Section 2.4, k-means suffers from several problems. There have been several
recent advances with respect to k-clustering that could be used to improve the efciency of
the clustering algorithm.
With respect to algorithmic improvements, Bartal et al. [9] develop a polynomial time
algorithm that approximates the optimal solution within O

1
ε log
1 f ε n  with a runtime of
O

n1 C ε  . The k-means clustering problem can be view as a k-clustering problem where
the graph is a complete graph. Alsabti et al. [5] improve on the efciency of the k-means
algorithm by organizing the k cluster prototypes into a kd-tree structure for faster placement
of points. Dhillon et al. [35] implemented a parallelized version of k-means clustering for
which they successfully clustered 2-gigabytes of data on an IBM POWERparallel SP2 with
16-nodes.
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The initial starting conditions have been mentioned as having a large effect on the per-
formance of the clustering algorithms. Moreover, the methods, Forgy Method [6] and the
rening points method [13, 42] require access to the entire dataset or at least a statistically
representative subsample. This fact prevents the effectiveness of using k-means as an incre-
mental clustering algorithm. Roure et al. [82, 93] present an algorithm for maintaining the
incremental nature of clustering algorithms by using what they term a Not-Yet strategy
which basically adds an instance into the dataset under the conditions that the utility of the
resulting clustering is improved beyond a certain value and the condence about how the
instance should be added into the dataset is beyond a certain level.
Another issue with k-means is the necessity of specifying the number of clusters prior
to performing the clustering. For most practical sets of data, including our dataset of solid
models, this is not known in advance. Ray et al. [78] get around this problem by iteratively
increasing the number of clusters by splitting the cluster with the largest standard deviation.
5.3.3 Distortions in Projected Dimensionality
In this thesis and in previous papers, the denitions for metric spaces and the effects of
dimensionality reductions and augmentations have not been fully explored. Some attempt
has been made to bound the distortions caused by the distance functions. A more thorough
and careful analysis is needed. In recent years, the embedding of points in other dimensions
with distortion guarantees has been a subject of much research, a survey of which can be
found in [56] and for which a detailed discussion of the algorithmic implications can be
found in [55]. Perhaps the curse of dimensionality can be remedied by nding embeddings
in lower dimensional spaces. A dynamic way of doing this using the standard inner-product
is explored by Egecioglu et al. [36].
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5.3.4 Embedding Graphs in Metric Spaces
In a crude sense, the universe of graphs has been embedded into a innitely large metric
space. This introduces a number of issues with distortion and is an area of active research
today. A graph embedding that maps the vertices of the graph to real normed spaces in
such a way as to preserve the distances of their geometric images is dened in [62]. In
the process, the authors also developed a randomized polynomial-time algorithm that em-
beds a nite metric space into a Euclidean space with minimum distortion. Consider the
application of these embeddings to solid model similarity or motion tracking. A graph rep-
resentation could have some sort of distance metric dened on the vertices of the graph that
represents some measurement in the physical model.
5.3.5 mλ -vector Development
The mλ -vector was ultimately unsuccessful. This was a surprising result and more
effort needs to be made to either explain why the metric does not work or how the metric
can be xed so that it performs better.
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